Australian CRICOS course registration details

**Cambridge Exam Preparation**
This course is registered as Cambridge Exam Preparation (FCE, CAE) in Adelaide (078450G), Brisbane (CRICOS 076210F), Melbourne (CRICOS 078450G), Perth (CRICOS 027591E), and Cambridge Exam Preparation (FCE, CAE) (Intermediate to Advanced) in Sydney (CRICOS 077065B).

**English for Academic Purposes**
This course is registered as English for Academic Purposes in Brisbane (CRICOS 088380M), English for Academic Purposes (EAP) in Perth (CRICOS 056090G), English for Academic Purposes (Intermediate to Upper Intermediate) in Sydney (CRICOS 077063D), and English for Academic Purposes (Upper Intermediate to Advanced) in Adelaide (CRICOS 067455D) and Melbourne (CRICOS 067455D).

**Intensive Academic Semester**
This course is registered in Perth (CRICOS 050335G), Adelaide (CRICOS 078449M), Melbourne (CRICOS 078449M) and Brisbane (CRICOS 076213C) is registered as Intensive Academic Semester. In Sydney (CRICOS 077066A) this course is registered as Intensive Academic Semester (Beginner to Advanced).

**Intensive Academic Year**
This course is registered as Intensive Academic year in Adelaide (CRICOS 092367G), Brisbane (CRICOS 092344C), Melbourne (CRICOS 092366G) and Perth (CRICOS 092343D).

**IELTS**
This course is registered as IELTS Preparation in Perth (CRICOS 079951M), Sydney (CRICOS 079950A), Adelaide (CRICOS 082762A), Brisbane (CRICOS 079943M) and Melbourne (CRICOS 082762A),

**Business Intensive**
This course is registered as Intensive Business English (Intermediate to Advanced) in Sydney (CRICOS 077062E).

**Intensive English**
This course is registered as Intensive English in Adelaide (CRICOS 078448A), Melbourne (CRICOS 078448A), Brisbane (CRICOS 076215A) and Perth (CRICOS 027587A). In Sydney (CRICOS 077061F) it is registered as Intensive English (Beginner to Advanced).

**General English**
This course is not CRICOS registered, therefore it is not suitable for Overseas Student Visa Holders.